Green
Transitioning to

Sustainability Profitability Modeling

With you, it’s possible.
STEP 1: Gather Initial Data

Transitioning to Green introduces our proven, financially
quantifiable, Sustainability Opportunity Model to help your
business prosper in the short-, medium-, and long-term.
What is Sustainability Opportunity and Profitability Modeling?
Transitioning to Green uses a proven simulator tool, informed by real company
results, to estimate three- to five-year bottom-line benefits.
The model assesses the cash flow and profitability impact potential from
implementing a strategic portfolio of sustainability initiatives and alternative
project investments. The methodology adapts and customizes a benchmark
database and model.
Transitioning to Green customizes the simulation with your own strategic
priorities and corporate data to quantify the potential sustainability-aligned
profitability percentage improvements and risk to cash flow reductions for
your company.
The results will provide initial insights to assist your company in setting priorities
and budgets for its sustainability roadmap and programs. The three-step
assessment includes:

Data will be collected as inputs to
obtain a preliminary estimate of the
relative profitability from different
sustainability investments including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revenue
Energy expense
Materials and water expense
Total salary / payroll expense
Profit
Average salary (including benefits)
Number of employees
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STEP 2:
Review and Customize Sustainability Opportunity Cash Flow Benchmarks
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The model will be completely adapted and customized for your company.
It will provide valid benchmark data based on companies that have already
successfully implemented sustainability initiatives and reaped the financial
benefits. It will provide your company with its own estimates regarding
potential risks, cash flow, or profitability impact measures for the following
areas of sustainability opportunities:
Eco-efficiency Opportunities
• Energy
• Materials
• Water
• Waste
Employee Opportunities
• Productivity
• Retention and attrition
• Engagement

Innovation & Growth Opportunities
• Product innovation
• Satisfied and new customers
• New business models
Risk Reduction
• Reputational capital
• Cost volatility

STEP 3:
Align Opportunities, Strategic Priorities, and Budgets
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After establishing opportunity-specific savings or profitability expectations,
Transitioning to Green will work with your company to assess and develop
your sustainability program’s implementation roadmap.
A. Review roadmap and its alignment with the following corporate
		 conditions:
			 •
			 •
					
					
					
					
					
					

Current strategic objectives
Selected financial conditions, controls, and partners
- Available discretionary cash or reallocated or surplus budgets
- Liquidity, short- and long-term debt amounts, interest rates and
financing options
- Project financing options through vendors and strategic investors
- Income tax deductions, rebates, Government incentives and
grants

B. Inventory ongoing initiatives and projects and bundle under 		
		 these three categories:
			 • Buildings and lean manufacturing initiatives (eco-efficiency)
			 • Revision of and innovation in current products and design of
					 new products
			 • Stakeholder engagement (employee engagement, discussions
					 with customers, suppliers)
C. Evaluate “A” and “B” in terms of your corporate strategy to 		
			 develop and revise roadmap vision, project choices, budgets,
			 financing, and outcome targets
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